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QuickerTek Offers 20% Off of Solar Panel Chargers
Published on 07/29/16
QuickerTek offers 20% off on their 62 Watt Solar Juicz Solar Panel for MacBooks and
iDevices and their 30 Watt Type-C MacBook Solar Panel for 2015-2016 Type-C MacBooks
from
August 1st-31st. The 62 Watt Solar Juicz Solar Panel packs an impressive improvement in
efficiency of more than 39% over the previous Solar Juicz model. The 30 Watt Type-C
MacBook Solar Panel is the only in the world to feature the USB 3.1 adaptor cable which
powers and charges the 2015-2016 Apple 12-inch MacBook.
Wichita, Kansas - QuickerTek, the technology leader in mobile power and wireless
networking products for Apple computers, is pleased to offer 20% off of their 62 Watt
Solar Juicz and 30 Watt 2015-2016 Type-C MacBook solar power chargers.
The 62 Watt Solar Juicz Solar Panel packs an impressive improvement in efficiency of more
than 39% over the previous Solar Juicz model as a direct result of using new technology,
Copper Indium Gallium (CIGS). Faster charge time is provided by higher wattage (62 Watts
vs 55 Watts of previous model). Of course, users can charge the laptop battery while using
the Solar Juicz at the same time - something not possible using other solar products. This
product comes ready to use right out of the box, including an Apple MagSafe 1 or 2 power
cable, allowing it to charge a wide variety of mobile devices from Apple as well as your
MacBook.
The 30 Watt Type-C MacBook Solar Panel is the only in the world to feature the USB 3.1
adaptor cable which powers and charges the 2015-2016 Apple 12-inch MacBook. New
MacBook
users are no longer limited where they choose to enjoy their computer, and, gain the
satisfaction of protecting the environment. This new solar product powers the MacBook
battery for use even while charging the internal battery. Other photovoltaic products
can't offer this same advanced capability. The Type-C MacBook Solar Panel is made with
thin film photovoltaic creating a lightweight, foldable design. At only a hair over 11
inches x 6.5 inches folded, and at only 1.3 pounds, it is light and mobile user ready. It
is also powerful enough to charge the MacBook as quickly as an Apple AC charger,
minimizing downtime.
From August 1st to 31st, QuickerTek is offering 20% off of these products, shaving $240
off of the cost of the 62 Watt Solar Juicz Solar Panel and $60 off of the cost of the 30
Watt 2015-2016 Type-C Solar Panel.
QuickerTek:
http://www.quickertek.com/
62 Watt Solar Juicz Solar Panel:
http://www.quickertek.com/products/solarJuicz.html
30 Watt Type-C MacBook Solar Panel:
http://www.quickertek.com/products/cjuicz.html

QuickerTek has been a recognized leading innovator of power/solar products, antennas and
RF products for the Apple community. QuickerTek products can be purchased online and from
authorized resellers. Copyright (C) 2009-2016 QuickerTek. All Rights Reserved. Apple, and
the Apple logo, and MacBook Pro are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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